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Abstract – In the lately developed computational paradigms and state-of-art theoretical analyses, the density-functional based tight-
binding (DFTB) scheme and its profound theoretical features extended to address the crystalline molecular systems stand as the most 
versatile quantum mechanical method. Being its computational parser codes extremely efficient and even assessable directly as a low-
cost scheme despite hosting ab initio functionalities comprising mathematical formulations, the “non-self-consistent-charge” (DFTB1) 
and “self-consistent-charge" (DFTB2) approaches are extensively applied to the wide ranged molecular systems under both crystalline 
(PBC) and non-crystalline conditions. The "dispersion energy corrections (DECs)" features of it further add an additional value to their 
rational applications. Herewith, the intensive evaluations on their performances are carried out based on the results they produced for 
the experimentally synthesized amphidynamic type molecular crystal with macroscopic compass like supramolecular assembly 

possessing central dipolar difluorophenylene rotator (compass needle), axial SiC bond spin axis, and peripheral Si & SiO made 
siloxaalkane stator. It is found that the DFTB2 performed far better than the DFTB1 in reference to its datasets: (a) lengths for the 

bonds associated with rotator, stator, and spin axis, (b) freevolume unit around the rotator, (c) rotational energy barriers, viz. 𝑬𝒂= 

5.99 kcal/mol, & 5.52 kcal/mol under PBC with and without DECs, and (d) locations of the 1flipped (rotator) degenerate equilibrium 

structures, viz. at   = 0.505 & 1.493 (Expt.   = 0.56 & 1.56) radians. Besides this, the dispersion constants for the F atom; cutoff 
𝒓𝒄=3.8Å, polarizability  =3.4Å3, and effective nuclear charge 𝒁∗=3.5au determined by DFTB2, and the precise unit-cell geometries 
derived by undertaking these numeral values further exemplified its superiority over DFTB1. It is believed that all the justifications and 
quantitative interpretations conferred throughout this article put considerable demands on the accuracy of DFTB2 for investigating 
crystal structures and molecular energetics explicitly. 

Keywords – DFTB+, Dispersion energy constants, Potential energy surface, Activation energy barrier 𝑬𝒂 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade, the experimentally synthesized and computationally designed prototype molecular model with a bridged 

dipolar or non-polar πelectronic system as a mobile unit linked externally to the static yet flexible type peripheral spokes via the 
spin axis (Fig.1(A)) have gained substantial attentions in the nanometric world [1,2]. As a fundamental element of 
nanotechnology and molecular machine, such macrocyclic supramolecular type molecular model possessing a completely closed 
three dimensional structural topology and an ideally unique amphidynamic behavior has actually triggered the scientists around 

the world not only due to exhibiting various propitious yet functionalizable physicochemical properties [14] but also to its 
typical working mechanisms and operational principles resembling closely to that of the macroscopic compass and gyroscope, 

respectively called crystalline molecular compass and gyroscope [36]. Among these promising molecular modules for the future 
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nanomachines, the crystalline molecular compass architected with the potent static arms encompassing a dipolar phenylene ring 
attached to the electronegative atoms/groups (compass needle) at ortho and meta positions vows more to the fundamental norms 

of nanotechnology and nanoscale machinery such as (a) exhibiting external stimuli controlled rotary motion by conserving 
internal volume, (b) demonstrating dichroism and birefringence type fascinating optical phenomena, (c) designing functional 

crystalline free molecular machine at room temperature, (d) creating smart yet responsive nanomaterials, etc. [711]. In the year 
2007, the esteemed research group led by W. Setaka accomplished the complete strategical synthesis of similar type macrocyclic 

crystalline molecular compass (orthorhombic, number of molecules per unitcell Z = 4) with Si and (SiO)x made flexible 
yet robust siloxa- alkane spoke (each arm is represented by an arch in Fig.1(A)) encapsulating the dipolar ortho-meta-  
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Fig.1. (A) A mobile dipolar π-electronic system bridged prototype molecular model with three static yet flexible 
peripheral arms (represented by three arcs; the chemical constituents of each arc used to synthesize ROT2F molecule B 
are also shown), (B) An Xray crystallography of siloxaalkane molecular compass ROT2F with three explicit 
siloxaalkane arms encompassing difluorophenylene dipolar rotator (compass needle) linked to the C1 and C4 based spin 
axis (CSi bond). The experimentally observed two stable degenerate 1flipped positions of the rotator inside the static 
spokes are marked by blue and red colored line-spheroids. The dihedral angle  used for evaluating unit-cell geometries 
and calculating potential energy surfaces (PESs) is defined by the C atom of the siloxaalkane arm (red color filled 
spheroid), Si atom of the spin axis (red color filled spheroid), ipso C1 (shaded by yellow color) and ortho C (red color 
filled spheroid) atoms of the rotator. 

(B) 
   

(A) 
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difluorophenylene segment (a compass needle) (hereafter, ROT2F) centrally by creating sufficient freevolume unit (it 

approximates the free space available around the rotating segment ) [12,13]. By the Xray crystallography and 1H NMR 

spectroscopy, they observed (a) smooth 1flipped positions of the difluorophenylene ring along its C1 and C4 linked SiC bond 

spin axis, (b) degenerate 1flipped molecular structures with 0.5:0.5 occupancy factor, and (c) a completely static yet flexible 

type siloxaalkane spokes; at temperature as equal as 298 K in solution phase [13]. Just for the reference, the Xray derived 

molecular structure of ROT2F with 1 flipped difluorophenylene (rotator) positions is shown in Fig. 1(B) where all the 
designated compass parts are labeled. In the year 2010 and onwards, the research works led by H. Kono and the present author 
himself verified all those experimentally reported optimistic yet realistic structural and dynamical observations theoretically and 

computationally [1418]. Therewith, the structural deformations and degeneracies, siloxaalkane arms elongations, strategical 
molecular architectures, thermodynamic viewpoints of the site occupancy, real time rotary dynamics, etc. were critically analyzed, 

and presented the experimentally unrevealed rotary parameters such as freevolume unit, flipping barriers Ea, nature of the 
rotational potential energy surfaces, flipping rates at wide ranged kinetic temperatures, etc. quantitatively. The genuine quantum 
mechanical methods and the esteemed computational methodologies that the authors employed therewith were "non-self-
consistent-charge” NCC (hereafter, DFTB1) [19] and “self-consistent-charge” SCC (hereafter, DFTB2) [20] approaches of the 

extended density-functional-based tight-binding (herewith, DFTB+) method [2123] plus their externally driving and Gaussian 

interface routing Gaussianexternal methodology [14, 15, 24]. Despite granting many remarkable dissimilar results and 
generating quantum mechanically distinctive geometrical and dynamical descriptors while applying each of them explicitly to the 

ROT2F molecular compass under isolated and crystalline (periodic boundary condition (hereafter, PBC)) conditions with and 
without "dispersion energy corrections", the present author selectively reported therewith the results derived by the DFTB2 

methods only. Nowhere the limitations of DFTB1 over DFTB2 are underscored along with the in depth criticisms on their 
individual performances, computing abilities, and distinctive mathematical formulations. In this regard, present research report 
puts significant value. Towards finding out the leading DFTB method targeted to address the crystalline molecular assembly 

wholly, this report is believed to act as a steppingstone. Additionally, the significance of implementing "dispersion energy 

corrections" features (van der Waals interactions (both intra and inter molecular) under DFTB2, and the improvements on its 
computing abilities while doing so can also be assessed here thoroughly. In the support of the same, the quantitatively validated 

and practically examined dispersion constants such as polarizability  (Å3), cutoff 𝑟 (Å), Slater Kirkwood effective numbers 

𝑁  of electrons, and effective nuclear charges 𝑍∗for the specific atom/s [2527], and their secret roles in determining relatively 

more accurate molecular geometries and ground state energies of such a complex crystalline ROT2F molecular assembly are 
also presented.  

As the DFTB1 and DFTB2 schemes have uniquely yet distinctly modeled mathematical formulations: (a) the former is a standard 

zerothorder and the latter is a standard secondorder expansions of the KohnSham total energy in DFT with respect to charge 
density fluctuations [22, 23]; (b) the former is a traditional type NCC tight-binding (TB) approach in which no explicit 
interatomic charge interactions terms are included, and the concerned eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian operator is a result of the 
noniterative computations, it is applicable mainly to the nonpolar and homonuclear systems such as carbon fullerene isomers 
[28a], transition metal catalyzed carbon nanotube formation procedures [28b], etc.; and the latter is an iterative SCC method that 
treats the charge distribution in a molecule (point charges) by taking into account the interatomic charge interactions, it is 
relatively more useful to the wide range molecular systems but is usually recommended to the heteroatomic one where the charge 

balance between the atoms is crucial [20]; (c) the latter method always derives relatively more transparent, parameterfree, and 
readily solvable mathematical expressions for the generalized Hamiltonian matrix constructed through the nearest neighbor 
relationships, often incorporates the Mulliken charges into its SCC procedure fully, and computes the corresponding nuclear 
forces with significant accuracy, the proper inclusions of the "dispersion energy corrections" algorithms in it under PBC sounds 
more meaningful than that carrying out through the former, their explicit employments in different type molecular systems 
obviously produce significantly varied results. Reiteratively saying, the latter approach is specifically designed for the precise 
implementation of Slater−Kirkwood dispersion model [25] responsible to account for the predominant dispersion energies 
(intermolecular and intramolecular type van der Waals interactions) exist in the macrocyclic supramolecular crystalline systems, 
and for the exact execution of Slater−Koster files (SK−files) with a focus on solid state systems [29] plus for the accurate 
improvisations of in-built deficiencies of the former, their unanimous abilities to treat the complex molecular systems quantum 
mechanically are apparently distinguishable even though they produce the results their level standards (competitive to that of the 
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DFT (631G(d)) [28], and other high-level ab initio & first principle methods [30] plus semiempirical AM1 and PM3 [31]) but 
non-reproducible to each other. Therefore, it is meaningful to evaluate their individual performances and computing abilities 

while applying separately to the same crystalline molecular assembly (in this case, ROT2F type heteroatomic amphidynamic 
crystalline molecular systems), and to present their rigorous yet deterministic perspectives quantitatively. Herewith, in the course 
of evaluating them quantitatively, present author has reproduced nominal structural datasets from his original publications [15, 
16]. This research paper is structured as: in section 2; computational methods, in section 3; results and discussions, in section 4; 
summary and conclusions.  

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

Out of the two Xray diffraction observed 1flipped degenerate equilibrium structures of ROT2F (occupancy factors = 0.5:0.5) 
whose dihedral angles  (angle between the diflourophenylene rotator and a reference plane of the siloxaalkane arm) (the 

complete definition of  is given in Fig. 1(B)) were measured as 0.56, and 1.56 respectively, the Cartesian atomic coordinates 

of the former position were taken here as a trial structure (unitcell). The required crystallographic information such as crystal 

lattice, unitcell parameters (edges of the unitcell (lattice vectors) a, b, and c, and the angles between them , , and  ), etc. 
were extracted from the Mercury crystallographic software [32(a)] accessible .cif extended files, and the concerned dihedral 

angles were measured in the Jmol [32(b)] rendered Xray derived unitcell. The trial structure with   = 0.56 was optimized by 
both DFTB2 and DFTB1 methods under PBC (PBC = Yes) with and without "dispersion energy corrections", and analyzed their 
equilibrium structures quantitatively with the explicit geometrical comparisons. Prior to optimizing this trial structure under PBC, 

the isolated molecule of ROT2F was optimized by DFTB1 and DFTB2 separately under noncrystalline condition (PBC = No), 
and examined their structural convergence abilities in reference to the geometrical parameters and the structural alignments of its 
static siloxaalkane arms, central rotating diflourophenylene segment, and the orientation of other substituents plus steric hindrance 
creating bulky groups in the three dimensional space. The specific DFTB+ keywords responsible for driving these computational 
schemes under PBC = Yes/No options such as Hamiltonian matrix  elements, lattice optimization technique, Brillouin zone 
integration process, molecular symmetry breakage blocking strategy, Cartesian coordinates incorporating drivers, SCC/NCC 

iterations enforcing mathematical formulations, van der Waals forces' addressing SlaterKirkwood polarization atomic model, 

dispersion constants incorporating computational routes, SlaterKoster (SK) files accessing quantum mechanical pathways, etc., 
and the detailed technical aspects of their operational procedures were assessed from the original publications of the same author 
[14,15]. The additional DFTB1 and DFTB2 parametrizations, and the crystalline solid state targeted extended features accessing 
computational parser codes were adopted from the DFTB+ manual [33].    

Besides undertaking the geometrical parameters for evaluating computing abilities of the DFTB1 and DFTB2 methods, their 
quantum mechanically produced molecular energies (potential energy surface PES) under PBC = Yes with and without 
"dispersion energy corrections" at each specific dihedral angle of the rotator constrained programmatically via the Gaussian 
keyword "ModRedundant" were also taken into account. The dispersion constants values for the H, C, Si, and O atoms of 

ROT2F molecule such as polarizability  (Å3), cutoff 𝑟  (Å), SlaterKirkwood effective numbers 𝑁  of electrons, and 

effective nuclear charges 𝑍∗ required to incorporate the effects of van der Waals dispersion energy were set based on the 
clarifications and recommendations given elsewhere [14, 33, 34], and those constants for the F atom were determined here 
quantum mechanically. While scanning the PES by each of these methods, the rotational angle of the difluorophenylene rotator 

was scaled up clockwise and anticlockwise from the original   = 0.56 radian, and computed the specific Eigen value at each 
constrained dihedral angle by letting other degrees of freedom fully relaxed. Since this type of the computational technique cannot 
be carried out routinely via either of these two DFTB alone schemes, the Gaussian's PES scanning procedures with Berny 

geometry optimization algorithm [35] were put into effect via the “GaussianExternal” methodology [14, 15]; a programmatic 
scheme that calls these scanning features computationally via the users provided "External script", and runs the desired DFTB 
codes in Gaussian interface via the keyword “External”.          
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

3.1 Performance Evaluations of DFTB1 and DFTB2 Methods 

3.1.1 In reference to Optimized Geometries under Noncrystalline (Isolated) Condition 

In the theoretical and computational studies, the ab initio and DFT methods based deterministic approaches always provide 

benchmark structural interpretations over all the semi empirical based quantum mechanical approximations. Therefore, herewith, 

the Xray derived molecular geometry of the ROT2F was at first optimized by DFT: B3LYP/6−31G (d, p) method under 
isolated condition (PBC=No), and compared most of their structural descriptors with those of the DFTB1 and DFTB2 predicted 

datasets. The descriptors that were chosen here selectively include all the accessory compass parts of the ROT2F molecular 

compass: rotator, stator, and spin axis, and its few more gyroscopic/compass credentials: "freevolume" unit, and "dihedral angle" 
that depicts free space around the rotator and its angle of orientation in respect to peripheral siloxaalknae arm respectively. In the 
periphery of the same, the geometry convergence abilities and low energy ground state equilibrium structures searching skills of 

the DFTB1 and DFTB2 are examined. The concerned datasets (bond lengths (nm) and bond angles ( rad.)) for each of these 
compass parts and the geometrical descriptors are summarized in Table 1; where the DFT, DFTB1, DFTB2 predicted values are 

mentioned explicitly. As can be seen there itself, all these quantum mechanical methods predicted the bond lengths (l) for CF, 

CC, and CH associated with the central difluorophenylene rotator in the range of 0.14nm, 0.14nm, and 0.11nm respectively. 

They are almost in the agreeable range with those of the Xray derived distances. While referring to the C−C (𝑙  = 0.147nm), 
and C=C bond lengths (𝑙  = 0.135nm) of the non-substituted standard phenylene ring, all those methods predicted C−C bond 
length value of the difluorophenylene rotator are found to be in the intermediate range, describing its partial double bond 
characters and the delocalized behavior of electrons (degree of aromaticity). Towards this aromaticity revealing plus the degree of 

closeness with that of the Xray and DFT derived datasets, the DFTB2 derived values seem more precise. Similarly, while 
referring to the theoretically computed bond lengths C−C, C−H,  

Table 1. Comparison between DFTB1 and DFTB2 optimized structural parameters of the ROT2F molecular compass under 
isolated molecular condition (non-crystalline condition). 

Molecular Compass 

(ROT2F) 

Bond lengths           
(nm) 

Experimental/Theoretical methods (PBC = No) 

Xray DFT DFTB1 DFTB2 

Rotator 
(difluorophenylene) 

C−F 
C−C  
C−H  

0.144 
0.138 
0.093 

0.141 
0.139 
0.110 

0.138 
0.140 
0.110 

0.141 
0.136 
0.110 

Stator 
(Siloxaalkane arm) 

C−C 
C−H 
C−Si 
Si−O 

∠Si−O−Si (avg.) 

0.153 
0.097 
0.188 
0.163 

0.88 

0.153 
0.110 
0.187 
0.175 

0.76 

0.154 
0.109 
0.188 
0.176 

0.76 

0.152 
0.109 
0.191 
0.172 

0.77 

Spin axis C1−Si1 
C4−Si2 

0.189 
0.189 

0.187 
0.187 

0.188 
0.188 

0.189 
0.189 

"Freevolume" (dOF) 
(nm) 

d1 
d2 
d3 

0.510 
0.840 
0.950 

0.480 
0.851 
0.920 

0.507 
0.854 
0.918 

0.481 
0.848 
0.923 

Rotator's dihedral angle 

() 

All the atoms involved 
to form this dihedral 
angle are defined in 
Fig. 1 

 

0.56 

 

0.63 

 

0.68 

 

0.63 
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Fig.2. The Jmol rendered (A) DFTB1, and (B) DFTB2 optimized electronic structures of ROT2F
molecular compass under non-crystalline (isolated molecular) condition.  The green, blue, dark gray, 
red, and cyan spheroids represent F, H, Si, O, and C atoms respectively. The compass parts such as 
central dipolar difluorophenylene rotator and a peripheral siloxaalkane stator are encircled by the red 
colored shapes.  
 

(A) 
   

(B) 
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C−Si, and Si−O plus Si−O−Si bond angles associated with each siloxaalkane arm (stator), they are respectively found in the range 

of 0.15 nm, 0.10 nm, 0.19 nm, 0.17 nm, and 0.76 radian. All these distances except estimated to the (Si−O)x segments are 

closely resembled to those of the Xray produced datasets. The significant discrepancies observed mainly in the Si−O bonds and 

Si−O−Si bond angles are because of the partial ionic and double bond characters of the Si−O−Si linkages which is however, 
responsible in providing extra strength to the siloxaalkane arms, and in contributing exceptional conformational flexibility [36]. 

But, it is quite obvious while considering the inbuilt quantum mechanical formulations of even the DFT and DFTB2 methods as 

they are still suffering from the complete mathematical incorporations of the effects of partial πdouble bond characters plus the 
van der Waals type intramolecular interactions (interactions between the central rotator and peripheral stator) in their those type 

computational procedures that are carried out under noncrystalline and nondispersion energy correction conditions (isolated 
molecular condition) [37]. Again, on the basis of theoretically determined lengths of the C1−Si1 (0.19nm) and C4−Si2 (0.19nm) 

(Fig. 1(b)) bond spin axis along which the rotator exhibits facile 1 flipping motion centrally, all the three theoretical methods are 

found to perform very satisfactorily. But, more precise is the DFTB2 as it produces the Xray derived spin axis bond length more 

consistent than that by the DFTB1. Moreover, in terms of freevolume unit dOF = {d1, d2, d3} (the intervening space exists in 
between O atom of each siloxaalkane arm (there are in total three siloxaalkane arms in each molecule) and the nearest F atom of 
the central difluorophenylene rotator) estimated in all the three theoretically optimized structures, the performances of the DFT, 
DFTB1 and DFTB2 methods are not found to be significantly different. They all are found to maintain well the sufficient amount 
of free space around the rotator, indicating no abnormal inward approaching of the peripheral arms takes place while their 
computational convergence criteria were on the fly. Additionally, the performances of these methods based on their quantum 

mechanically derived dihedral angles  responsible to depict the angular orientation of the central rotator in respect to the spin 

axis and peripheral arm are in the acceptable range. But, relatively, the DFTB2 is found to determine more accurate ( = 0.63) 

yet Xray ( =0.56) & DFT ( = 0.63) reproducible value than that by the DFTB1 ( = 0.68). As a whole, while comparing 

the Jmol rendered optimized 3D electronic structures of the isolated ROT2F molecule (Fig. 2) (the DFT derived electronic 
structure is not shown here as this study focusses mainly the performance evaluations of the DFTB methods) produced by the 
DFTB1 and DFTB2 quantum mechanically to each other, no significant structural dislocations and steric methyl groups 
disruptions plus the abnormal alignment of the central rotator along the spin axis are observed. The structural resemblance 
between Figures 2a and 2b confirms that both of the DFTB methods semiquantitatively derives somewhat same structural 
geometry under isolated molecular condition. But, meanwhile, some of the structural discrepancies yet quantum mechanically 

more precise structural datasets that were observed in the DFTB2 produced electronic structure are due to its inbuilt SCC type 

computational formulations and unique mathematical treatments to the heteroatomic molecular system such as ROT2F. By 
considering the state-of-art mathematical formulations and quantum mechanical approximations of the DFTB+ targeted mainly to 
address the solid state crystalline molecular systems properly, the performances of the DFTB1 and DFTB2 methods could be 

practically more comparable yet distinguishable while applying them explicitly to the same crystal structure of ROT2F, but 

under PBC (crystalline condition) with and without "dispersion energy corrections" features. The indepth explanations for the 
same are given quantitatively in the following subsection 3.1.2.    

3.1.2 In reference to Optimized Geometries under Crystalline (PBC) Condition 

  As per the DFTB+ parser codes and its quantum mechanical approximations, the DFTB1 and DFTB2 methods are especially 
designed to incorporate the unique computational features compatible to the solid state crystalline molecular systems. However, 
based on their quantum mechanical formulations, they do perform dissimilarly while applying to the heteroatomic crystalline 

molecular systems such as ROT2F molecular compass constituted by the widely varied electronegative atoms C, H, O, Si, and F 

bonded to each other. Herewith, the indepth explanations of the performance evaluations of them under PBC are presented in 
reference to the potential geometrical descriptors including the compass parts of the molecular compass: rotator, stator, spin axis, 

freevolume, and the rotator's alignment dispensing dihedral angle (). More particularly, in this subsection, the additional feature 
"dispersion energy corrections" implemented DFTB2 scheme's computing abilities are compared quantitatively with the DFTB1 

and DFTB2 under PBC only scheme. All the measured values of them in the respectively derived Jmol rendered unitcell 

structures of the ROT2F are listed in Table 2 where the concerned bond lengths, bond angles, freevolume unit, and dihedral 

angles  are explicitly tabulated in standard scales. As explained earlier in the subsection 3.1.1, the degree of aromaticity and 
electronic delocalizations of the central rotator are theoretically confirmed even under the crystalline condition (PBC). All the 
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methods are found to be able enough to derive the intermediate ranged CC bond length (𝑙   = 0.14Å). The more unique yet 

quantum mechanically standard, and the Xray derived datasets matching numeral values revealed through the "DFTB2 + PBC + 

dispersion energy corrections" scheme are due to its van der Waals type intramolecular (interactions between the rotator and 

stator) and intermolecular (interactions between the periodically arranged molecules) forces addressing capabilities via the 

inbuilt computational SlaterKirkwood polarization atomic model. Similarly, the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy 

corrections" predicted datasets of each siloxaalkane arm seem almost the duplicated datasets of the Xray. Unlike by the DFTB1 

under PBC, the DFTB2 is able enough to determine even the SiO bond lengths of all the three siloxaalkane arms more 
accurately with utmost reproducibility despite its predominant partial π double bond characters which in fact made both the 

theoretical and experimental schemes to set the SiO bond on shorter length than the usual. For this convergence efficiency, the 
exceptional credit goes to the SCC type computing features of the DFTB2 which actually enables us to incorporate the electronic 
resonance effects and Mulliken atomic charges interactions into its self-consistent iterative procedures practically, and to derive 

the corresponding nuclear forces with significant accuracy promptly. But, some inconsistencies ( = 0.76 (DFTB1 + PBC),  = 

0.78 (DFTB2 + PBC),  = 0.77 (DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections) though are still observed in the Xray 

produced SiOSi bond angles ( = 0.88), they all lie in the satisfactory range in regard to the quantum mechanical 
approximations adopted to model the DFTB+ in order to treat the partial ionic and double bond characters as present in 

Si−O−Si linkages, and to address the related long range nonbonding interactions [39]. Similarly, unlike in non-crystalline 

molecular condition (subsection 3.1.1), the Xray derived bond length datasets for the concerned heteroatomic CSi bond  

Table 2. Comparison between DFTB2 and DFTB1 optimized structural parameters of ROT2F molecular compass under 

crystalline condition with and without "dispersion energy corrections". 
 

 

Molecular Compass 

(ROT2F) 

 

    Bond lengths            
          (nm) 

Experimental/Theoretical methods (PBC = Yes) 

Xray DFTB1 DFTB2 DFTB2 + "dispersion 
energy corrections" 

Rotator 

(difluorophenylene) 

C−F 

C−C  

C−H  

0.144 

0.138 

0.093 

0.141 

0.140 

0.110 

0.137 

0.141 

0.110 

0.137 

0.140 

0.110 

 

Stator 

(Siloxaalkane arm) 

C−C 

C−H 

C−Si 

Si−O 

∠Si−O−Si (avg.) 

0.153 

0.097 

0.188 

0.163 

0.88 

0.153 

0.109 

0.189 

0.175 

0.76 

0.152 

0.110 

0.186 

0.165 

0.78 

0.152 

0.110 

0.188 

0.164 

0.77 

Spin axis C1−Si1 

C4−Si2 

0.189 

0.189 

0.187 

0.187 

0.187 

0.187 

0.187 

0.188 

"Freevolume" 

 (dOF) (nm) 

d1 

d2 

d3 

0.510 

0.840 

0.950 

0.517 

0.767 

0.915 

0.530 

0.758 

0.911 

0.478 

0.814 

0.919 

Rotator's dihedral angle 

() 

All the atoms 
involved in it are 
defined in Fig. 1 

 

0.56 

 

0.44 

 

0.395 

 

0.505 
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spinaxis are very accurately reproduced by the both DFTB2 and DFTB1 under PBC with and without "dispersion energy 
corrections". For this, the substantial recognitions go to their PBC incorporating features and the crystalline molecular assembly 
associating mathematical formulations plus the perturbation treatments abilities of the tightly bound heteroatomic electronic 

interactions [39]. Moreover, the freevolume unit dOF  = {d1, d2, d3} datasets computed by the DFTB2 under PBC are found to be 
quantum mechanically more standard, and they are of course very obvious; but with the inclusion of the "dispersion energy 

corrections" features, further more standard, accurate, and Xray produced values reachable datasets are observed as we see in 
Table 2. Fortunately, none of the distances {d1, d2, d3} (measure the space exists in between 'O' atom of each siloxaalkane arm 
and the nearest 'F' atom of the central rotator) estimated through either of these two methods are found to be deviated abnormally 

to that of the Xray derived datasets. It means, the molecular  gyroscope/compass needed free space around its rotating segment is 
well maintained throughout the entire molecular assemblies, marking the extraordinary computing and convergence abilities of 
the DFTB+ under PBC more especially the DFTB2 even while undertaking "dispersion energy corrections" features 

programmatically. Additionally, the "DFTB2 + dispersion energy corrections" predicted dihedral angle ( = 0.505) of the central 
rotator provides an exceptional evidence to stand it as an extraordinarily performed quantum mechanical scheme as this angular 

value seems far closer to that of the Xray observed value ( = 0.56) than that estimated by the DFTB1 ( = 0.44) and DFTB2  

Fig.3. The Jmol rendered "DFTB1 + PBC" optimized electronic structure ( = 0.44 radian) of the ROT2F
unit-cell. The green, blue, dark gray, red, and cyan spheroids represent F, H, Si, O, and C atoms respectively. 
The boundbox of the unit-cell is also displayed to show the molecular projections along its lattice vectors. The 
difluorophenylene rotator of each molecular compass is encircled by the red colored shape.     
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( = 0.395) with PBC features only. These dihedral angles recorded in their own low energy ground state equilibrium structures 

actually measure one of the flipping positions of the difluorophenylene rotator into the cage center of ROT2F molecular 

compass practically, and hence stands as a valuable credential to verify its Xray and 1HNMR observed 1flipping rotation 
theoretically. The more descriptive and comprehensive inquiries required to support these observations can only be assessed after 
consulting with the potential energy surfaces derived through the respective DFTB+ methodologies (subsection 3.1.3). Lastly, for 

the purpose of carrying out an entire geometrical resemblance between the unitcells derived through the DFTB1 and DFTB2 
under PBC, but without and with "dispersion energy corrections", the respectively derived equilibrium electronic structures are 
displayed in Fig. 3, 4, and 5. As a whole, neither the remarkable variations in the projections of the molecules (number of 

molecules Z = 4) inside the unitcell boundaries nor the abnormal alignment of them along the three dimensional lattice vectors 
are observed significantly. Meanwhile, the decisive numeral values of the dispersion constants for the H, C, O, Si, and F atoms, 

and their principal roles in incorporating the effect of intra and inter molecular forces of interactions fully for generating such a 

semiquantitatively reproduced unitcell geometries are discussed in subsection 3.1.3.                

 

Fig.4. The Jmol rendered "DFTB2 + PBC" optimized electronic structure ( = 0.395 radian) of the ROT2F
unit-cell. The green, blue, dark gray, red, and cyan spheroids represent F, H, Si, O, and C atoms respectively. 
The boundbox of the unit-cell is also displayed to show the molecular projections along its lattice vectors. The 
difluorophenylene rotator of each molecular compass is encircled by the red colored shape.     
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3.1.3 In reference to Molecular Energetics (Potential Energy Surfaces (PESs)) 

In quantum mechanics, the mathematical relationship between the chemical system's Eigen value 𝐸 and the specifically selected 
geometrical coordinates of the atomic nuclei is usually defined by the potential energy surface (PES). It is a unique 

energyrepresentation useful mainly to search the pathways for the specific events (in this case, rotary route), the rotary 
parameters, and other closely associated chemical phenomena plus to determine the activation energy barrier 𝐸  responsible for 

providing atomicscale insights into the rotary dynamics [40]. In this study, the Gaussianexternal methodology operated 

quantum mechanical methods (DFTB1 and DFTB2) derived Eigen value 𝐸 at each specific unitcell geometry of the ROT2F 
molecular compass constrained to the predefined dihedral angle  of its dipolar rotator (compass needle) supplied 
programmatically through the Gaussian's PES scanning technique is plotted as a function of  (Fig. 6), and determined the 

concerned rotational energy barrier 𝐸 , 1flipped positions of the rotator, and the symmetric/asymmetric type surfaces 
quantitatively. Based on the same parameters, the performances of these two DFTB methods are evaluated explicitly while 
employing them under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections". By considering their in-built quantum mechanical 
formulations plus the extended features applicable mostly to the solid state crystalline molecular systems, the DFTB1 was 
employed under PBC only whereas the DFTB2 was employed under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections" 

Fig.5. The Jmol rendered "DFTB2+ PBC + dispersion energy corrections" optimized electronic structure ( = 
0.505 radian) of the ROT2F unit-cell. The green, blue, dark gray, red, and cyan spheroids represent F, H, Si, 
O, and C atoms respectively. The boundbox of the unit-cell is also displayed to show the molecular projections 
along its lattice vectors. The difluorophenylene rotator of each molecular compass is encircled by the red 
colored shape.     
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algorithm (SlaterKirkwood dispersion model). Out of the three potential dispersion constants polarizability  (Å3), cutoff 𝑟 (Å), 

SlaterKirkwood effective numbers 𝑁  dependent nuclear charges 𝑍∗required for addressing van der Waals dispersions 

correctly, the former two ( (Å3), and 𝑟  (Å)) for the F atom were set here as variables, and computed the specific potential energy 

at each dihedral angle  of the rotator constrained in between 0.0 to 0.7. The respective potential energy vs dihedral angle   
plots are shown in Fig. 7(A) and 7(B). While the specific numeral values of each of these constants for the H, O, and C atoms are 
available in the DFTB+ manual [33] itself, and for the Si atom, they are already tested and reported elsewhere [14] by the same 
author, the manually unobtainable and even the DFTB+ undeliverable  (Å3), and 𝑟  (Å) constants for the F atom became the 
variables to be examined quantitatively. And, meanwhile, due to being the latter constants 𝑁  and 𝑍∗ relatively less important in 

entire SCC iterative computations as they represent long range effective dispersion coefficients and hybridization independent 
effective atomic charge respectively [33, 34], they were intentionally excluded from the list of the experimental variables; instead 
set their value for the F atom as; 𝑁  = 3.50; a directly obtainable value from the Halgren relation 𝑁 = 1.17 + 0.33𝑛  [41], 

where 𝑛  stands for the number of valence electrons (𝑛  for F =  7), and therefore is the value of 𝑍∗ as 3.50au.   

As observed in the ROT2F's rotational PESs of Fig. 6 derived through the "DFTB1 + PBC" (blue colored line), the activation 
energy barrier 𝐸 , thematically called rotational energy barrier of the difluorophenylene rotator here, is estimated as 𝐸  = 4.88 
kcal/mol. This value is reached to the range of 𝐸  = 5.99 kcal/mol, and 𝐸  = 5.52 kcal/mol while applying DFTB2 under PBC 
with and without "dispersion energy corrections". The former model underestimated the rotational energy barrier by about Δ𝐸  

(𝐸  𝐸 ) = 1.11 kcal/mol, and Δ𝐸  ((𝐸  𝐸 ) = 0.64 kcal/mol respectively to that of the DFTB2, and the DFTB2 itself 

underestimated Δ𝐸  (𝐸  𝐸 ) = 0.47 kcal/mol energy before including "dispersion energy corrections". It means the DFTB2 

Fig.6. The DFTB1 and DFTB2 derived potential energy surfaces (PESs) of the crystalline molecular compass 
ROT2F. The "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" derived PES is also plotted for the quantitative 
comparisons. The respective methods estimated rotational energy barriers are denoted by 𝐸 , 𝐸 , and 𝐸 . The 
dispersion constants for the F atom were supplied as: 𝑟  = 3.8Å,  = 3.4Å3, and 𝑍∗ = 3.5au, and those for the H,
O, Si, and C atoms were directly adopted from the ref [14, 2527], and DFTB+ manual ref [33] (Appendix E; p. 
67).   
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method determined more reliable and standard energy barriers owing its potential features more compatible to the heteroatomic 
solid state crystalline molecular systems, and further showed its precision level appreciable and computing skills outstanding after 
incorporating the dispersive forces (in this case, the interactions between the phenylene rotator and surrounding spokes 
(intramolecular) plus the interaction between the periodically arranged molecular compasses (intermolecular)) addressing 

SlaterKirkwood atomic model. Besides this, the positions of the two low energy states 'global minima', and the single high energy 
state 'transition state' (#TS) are also not fully reproducible: the "DFTB1 + PBC" scheme determined the first minimum at rotator's 

dihedral angle  = 0.44 radian whereas the DFTB2 predicted the same structure at  = 0.505, and  = 0.395 radians after 

implementing PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections". Their corresponding degenerate 1flipped rotator structures 

are observed at  = 1.44,  = 1.493, and  = 1.397 radians respectively. If they are compared to the positions of experimentally 

observed 1flipped minima at  = 0.56, and  = 1.56 radians, the performance of "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy 
correction" scheme to converge the corresponding structures seems more better and precise than the others even though they all are 

able to locate the 1flipped positions of the rotator with fully converged degenerate electronic structures explicitly. Likewise, the 

angular positions of the #TS computed by the DFTB1 and DFTB2 are observed at 0.93, and 0.96 radians under PBC only, but 

shifted to the higher value at 1.02 radian after including "dispersion energy corrections" features into the latter scheme. In terms 
of deriving symmetric or asymmetric type PESs, the performances of the DFTB1 and DFTB2 methods are however, agreeable. 
Both of them accurately reproduced the symmetric type PESs as did by the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" 
scheme. This type PES provides one of the most prominent theoretical evidences for justifying the experimentally observed facile 

1 rotation of the central dipolar rotator (compass needle) along the CSi bond spin axis (Fig. 1(B)) without experiencing any 
structural blockages from the surrounding siloxaalkane spokes, and any unequal energy obstacles for exhibiting both clockwise 

(first minimum ( = 0.505)  second minimum ( = 1.493)) and anticlockwise (second minimum ( = 1.493)  first 

minimum ( = 0.505)) flipping motions. It ensures us that an exactly equal magnitude of any sorts of the 
magnetic/electrical/optical stimuli, and other dipole array inducing dielectric responses is required for driving this dipolar rotator 
(compass needle) externally; a novel yet indispensable prerequisite for functionalizing the dynamic nanomaterials in the molecular 
machinery world [42]. 

As noted above, the geometrically converged structural and transition state positions, unit cell geometries, and the 
concerned rotational energy barrier 𝐸  computed through the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" scheme are 
significantly varied to those of the DFTB1 and DFTB2 schemes under PBC only. Such quantum mechanical energetic and 
structural variations are none other than the predominant effects of van der Waals type dispersive forces. It reflects that the van der 
Waals interactions between the central difluorophenylene rotator and the surrounding siloxaalkane spokes plus the interactions 

between the periodically arranged molecular compasses do exist significantly in ROT2F molecular assembly. Therefore, the 
concerned numeral values of the dispersion constants 𝑟  (Å),  (Å3), and 𝑍∗ for the F atom (unavailable in the DFTB+ manual [33]) 
used for the entire computational tasks presented above are to be determined with quantitative validations. As shown in Fig. 7(A) 
and 7(B), they were examined based on the molecular energetics or PESs calculations for the "DFTB2 + PBC" derived unit cell 
structures. The black solid line (Fig. 7(A) represents the PES of the dispersion constants set for the F atom (a) 𝑟   = 2.8Å,   = 3.8 
Å3, and 𝑍∗ = 3.5au; red dotted line for (b) 𝑟   = 3.8Å,   = 3.8Å3, and 𝑍∗ = 3.5au; and the blue solid line for (c) 𝑟   = 4.8Å,   = 

3.8Å3, and 𝑍∗ = 3.5au. Interestingly, the blue solid and red dotted lined PESs are found as perfectly duplicated to each other 

even while increasing the 𝑟  value to 4.8Å from 3.8Å, but the black solidlined PES seems slightly fluctuated while decreasing the 
𝑟  value to 2.8Å. Therefore, the standard 𝑟  value for the F atom used throughout this study (both for geometry optimizations and 
PES scanning techniques) is 3.8Å, which is thematically correct as the 𝑟  stands for the cutoff distance when calculating the 

twobody interactions programmatically, and the minimum nuclear distance between any two nearest atoms in the entire ROT2F 
molecular system is recorded as > 2.8Å. Similarly, while increasing the  value for the F atom slightly to 3.8Å3 from the standard 
DFT derived 3.4Å3 by keeping other constants same, the variation in the PESs seems negligible as displayed by red colored and 
blue colored lines respectively in Fig. 7(B). Therefore, the standard  value used for the F atom throughout this study is 3.4Å3. It 
does make sense since  
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Fig.7. Variations of the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" derived potential energy surfaces 
(PESs) while changing the values of the dispersion constants; (A) cutoff 𝑟 (Å), and (B) atomic 
polarizability (Å3) for the F atom. The set of the constants for H, O, Si, and C atoms are already 
evaluated elsewhere ref [14, 2527], and made available in the DFTB+ manual ref [33] (Appendix E; p. 
67).  
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this value is a DFT derived one whose accuracy level is widely taken as equal as ab initio methods. All these quantitative 

illustrations made the present author to state here that the van der Waals energy and the concerned ROT2F's unitcell electronic 
structure are converged well by the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy correction" scheme whenever the dispersion constants set 
for the F atom is 𝑟   = 3.8Å,   = 3.4 Å3, and 𝑍∗ = 3.5au. Even with that being said, the point to be noted here is that the DFTB+ 
adopted van der Waals energy evaluating Slater−Kirkwood dispersion model seems relatively less sensitive to the slight variations 
in magnitudes of the dispersion constants 𝑟  and   while keeping the 𝑍∗value constant every time. The same was the case while 
validating the dispersion constants for Si atom earlier by the same author as mentioned elsewhere [14]. It ultimately assures us 
that the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" derived PES (red colored line in Fig. 6) by utilizing 𝑟   = 3.8Å,   = 
3.4Å3, and 𝑍∗ = 3.5au numeral values of the dispersion constants for the F atom is accurate enough within the framework of 
Slater−Kirkwood dispersion model.           

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This quantum mechanical study was mainly aimed at evaluating the performances of two quantum mechanically distinct 
approaches of the density-functional-based tight-binding (DFTB) scheme quantitatively while applying them explicitly to the 
same heteroatomic amphidynamic crystalline molecular system with macroscopic compass like molecules arranged periodically 
in the three dimensional crystal lattice. The concerned DFTB models with variable computational parser codes, and dissimilar 
mathematical formulations and parametrizations were "non-self-consistent-charge” NCC and “self-consistent-charge” SCC based 
schemes respectively called DFTB1 and DFTB2, and the implemented conditions of them were crystalline (periodic boundary 

condition (PBC) and non crystalline (isolated) under the presence and absence of "dispersion energy correction" features, plus 
the computationally adopted theoretical methodology for functionalizing either of them (external program) under the standardized 

interface of Gaussian by undertaking the externalscript fed computational routeway was Gaussianexternal. The specific 

crystalline molecular system whose quantum mechanically predicted low energy equilibrium unitcell geometries and the 
molecular energetics became the principal bases for their explicit evaluations was the experimentally synthesized siloxaalkane 

molecular compass ROT2F with dipolar difluorophenylene segment as a rotator (compass needle), SiC bonds as a spin axis, 

and the Si & (SiO)x made siloxaalkane peripheral arms as a stator. Firstly, both the DFTB1 and DFTB2 schemes were 

applied to the ROT2F molecular compass under noncrystalline (isolated) condition, and determined its ground state 
equilibrium geometries followed by their explicit employments under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections" for 

inquiring the concerned unitcell geometries, experimentally observed 1flipped positions of the rotator, rotational energy 
barriers Ea, nature of the potential energy surfaces (PESs), predominant effects of the van der Waals type dispersion energy and 
the closely associated dispersion constants, etc. Based on the specifically selected geometrical descriptors (bond lengths, bond 

angles, dihedral angle, and freevolume unit), and the accessory compass parts (rotator, spin axis, and stator) of the isolated 
molecular compass plus their quantum mechanically derived absolute magnitudes, the DFTB2 was evaluated as relatively more 
competitive yet DFT level reachable theoretical scheme than the DFTB1. The more remarkable discrepancies and the 
distinguishable performances between them were observed while referring to their datasets computed for the same descriptors and 
compass parts under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections". For example, the DFTB2 predicted values for the (a) 

CC bond length (𝑙   = 0.14Å (intermediate ranged)) of the central difluorophenylene rotator responsible for illuminating its 

degree of aromaticity and electronic delocalization in a greater extent, (b) CC, CH, and CSi bond lengths of each siloxaalkane 

arm became the duplicated datasets of the Xray, and even the SiO bond length despite its predominant partial π double bond 

characters; (c) CSi spinaxis bond lengths became the reproducible values to that of the Xray; (d) freevolume unit dOF = {d1, 

d2, d3} representing datasets became the quantum mechanically more standard, accurate, and agreeable to the Xray produced 
values, etc. marked itself as an exceptionally outstanding method than the DFTB1. The concerned values for these parameters 
were produced as more precise after including "dispersion energy corrections" into the DFTB2, and hence, found itself far better 
than the DFTB2 and DFTB1 run under PBC only. The discrepancies on their performances were more critical and clearly 
distinctive in their molecular energetic calculations in the form of PESs such as (a) "DFTB1+PBC" estimated the rotational 

energy barrier of the central rotator as 𝐸  = 4.88 kcal/mol (underestimated by Δ𝐸  (𝐸  𝐸 ) = 1.11 kcal/mol) whereas 

"DFTB2+PBC" estimated it as 𝐸  = 5.52 kcal/mol (underestimated by Δ𝐸  (𝐸  𝐸 ) = 0.47 kcal/mol) and 
"DFTB2+PBC+dispersion energy corrections" as 𝐸  = 5.99 kcal/mol.; (b) "DFTB1 + PBC" located the first equilibrium structure 

(the second 1flipped degenerate structure) whenever the rotator's dihedral angle  is equal to 0.44 (  = 1.44) radian whereas 

"DFTB2 + PBC" did the same at  = 0.505 ( = 1.493), and  = 0.395 ( = 1.397) radians under the presence and absence of 
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"dispersion energy corrections" features. It means the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" determined 1flipped 

degenerate structures of the unitcell were observed as relatively closer to that of the Xray derived structures whose similar 

dihedral angle  were recorded as 0.56 and 1.56 radians respectively. As a whole, the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy 
corrections" scheme was evaluated as the most potential and profound quantum mechanical candidate within the framework of 

DFTB+ parametrizations and its dispersion energy addressing SlaterKirkwood model, and the "DFTB2 + PBC" scheme stood at 
the second position performance wise. In the course of evaluating all these computing performances of the DFTB1 and DFTB2 
critically, the set of the dispersion constants cutoff 𝑟  (Å), polarizability  (Å3), and effective nuclear charge 𝑍∗(au) for the F atom 
(out of H, C, Si, and O atoms) that were actually unavailable in the DFTB+ manual, and most probably undeliberated by any of 
the DFTB methods so far were also examined quantitatively. The trustworthy numeral values of each of these constants for the F 
atom determined under the DFTB2 scheme were 𝑟   = 3.8Å,   = 3.4 Å3, and 𝑍∗ = 3.5au respectively. This set of the dispersion 
constants is expected to be highly useful while applying DFTB2 method to the wide ranged macrocyclic crystalline molecular 
systems having F as one of the atomic constituents. More importantly, all the justifications and quantitative interpretations 
conferred throughout this article support the DFBT2 method for nominating itself as the most suitable quantum mechanical 
scheme in the light of addressing comparatively weaker yet predominantly decisive van der Waals type nonbonding interactions 
existing mainly in the crystalline molecular solids.               
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